PRODUCTS
What’s new?

A freezer in your pocket
Killing insects using extreme cold is an established
technique – but the equipment required to do this is
often heavy, expensive and cumbersome. Now pest
controllers can have a freezer in their pocket! Green
Hero Frost Spray, developed in Germany by Futura,
comes as a handy aerosol and is not only biocidefree, but when sprayed it freezes insects within
seconds. Frost Spray, says Futura, is ideal for use
for wasps' nests, general
www.1env.co.uk
indoor pests like spiders and
is great for bed bugs.
www.edialux.co.uk

Find your way around sewers
Finding your way around sewers when you come to treat for rodents
is no easy task. Are there any cracks or leaks, or improper
connections? Might there be potential entrance
ways into properties? To help operators find their
way around, Killgerm has added Drain Smokes to
its range. Once lit, these non-toxic smokes burn for
2
two to three minutes and produce around 140m
of white smoke.
www.killgerm.com

When it’s damp or wet
Using rodenticides in damp or wet conditions is a challenge. To
help, 1env has introduced two new
products from the Muribrom stable. Both
contain 0.005% bromadiolone and can
be used in and outdoors.
The smaller of the two, the 31g Muribrom
extruded wrapped block is ideal for damp
conditions and locations where slugs and
snails are an issue. Each block is individually wrapped in a printed
plastic wrapper to prevent them from eating the bait. This makes the
block easy to use yet still attractive to rodents.
As the name implies, Muribrom mega
block is a larger 100g block. 1env
say it is extremely durable, making
it ideal for sewers and damp
conditions. It comes with a
tethering wire embedded.

www.1env.co.uk

Two shades of grey!
The latest insect non-toxic lure from Russell IPM is designed to
capture not only silverfish (Lepisma saccharina) but also greyfish
(Ctenolepisma longicaudata) also known as grey silverfish or longtailed silverfish. Called Silvercheck, Russell explains it is the only
trap on the market that monitors both silverfish and greyfish.
Although rarely seen, as they generally move fast and hide, both
these pests are becoming a problem in homes and public
buildings globally. The monitor will help
protect against the damage caused
to wallpaper, books, leather,
clothes and antique collections.
www.russellipm.com
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